
ON A PROBLEM OF BLOCH AND NEVANLINNA

WALTER RUDIN

In [2, p. 138] the question is raised (and attributed to Bloch)

whether there exists a bounded function, analytic in the unit circle,

whose derivative is not of bounded characteristic. Frostman [l,

p. 181 ] has answered the question affirmatively by constructing a

Blaschke product whose derivative is of unbounded characteristic;

this product is of course not continuous on the boundary of the unit

circle.

The theorem of the present note furnishes an example of an ab-

solutely convergent power series (with Hadamard gaps) whose de-

rivative is not of bounded characteristic; this follows from the fact

that every function of bounded characteristic has finite radial limits

along almost all radii. It also gives a simple example of an analytic

function which tends to infinity along almost all radii.

Theorem. There exists a power series f(z) = ^akznk such that

X) Ia* I < °°, nk/tik-x-* °°, and limr^i f'(reie) = » for almost all 9.

The construction on which the proof is based is similar to one sug-

gested to me by Professor Erdos in connection with a different prob-

lem.

Take »i = l; having chosen »i, • • ■ , nk-i (k^2), choose a positive

integer nk such that

2 2
(1) nk> k ftk-i,

(2) l>.[i-(i-»*1'Y']<i)

and define

00 00

/(«) = £ k-h^,        g(z) = zf'{z) = E k-*nkznK
k=l fc-1

Put rk = l— nk1/2, and let Jk be the interval [rk+i, rk+i]. For any

A < 00 (fixed from now on) let Tk be the set of all 6 such that

|g(re'*)| <A for some r€zJk, and let EA be the set on which

lim inf | g(reie) |   < A.
r-«l
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It is clearly sufficient to prove that m(EA) = 0. We put

k

Pk(r,6) = Y, i-*n^—{l -r-),

00

Qkirft) =   E s-2n,rn-ein-e,
«=fc+2

k

Rk(6) = E 5-2».ein-9.

By (2) we have

(3) | P*(r, fl) |  < E ».(1 " ^+0 < 1 (' G /*)•

Keeping in mind that w(l — w_1/2)"—>0 as n—»», we see that

(4) | 0»(r, «)|   ^E i""vw < E *"».'."" < Ci E  ^"2 < Ci
k+2 k+2 *+2

if r£zJk. C\ as well as C2, • • • , d denote positive numbers which do

not depend on k.

Next, by (1),

t-i
(5) | Rk(0) - *-W*» |   ^ E »~ *. < (* ~ l)»*-i < »*".

<-i

In particular

(6) |/?*(<?) |   >C2*-2«*,

and

(7) | nkd - arg 2J*(0) |   < C»k*n*Vi (mod 2x).

Now if 6(E.Tk, we have, for some r^Jk,

\Rk(e) + (k+l)-*nk+l(re«)'»«\   =   | g{re«) + P»(r, 0) - Qk(r, 6) \

by (3) and (4). Hence (6) implies

(9) | »*+i0 - r - arg P*(0) |   < CJtti? (mod 2t).

By (7) and (9),
I. 2   _1/2

(»t+i - nk)d - 7TI   <dknk   ' (mod 2t),
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so that

(11) m(Tk) < 2Cik\?'\

If 6(ElEa, then 8 is in infinitely many of the sets  Tk, so that

£iCUt".p Tk, for every positive integer p. Hence

(12) m(EA) ^^m(Tk).
k=P

By (11) and (1), the ratio test shows that Ew(^) converges. Let-

ting p—^co in (12), we see that m{EA) =0.
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